A-A' WEST TO EAST CROSS SECTION (NORTHERN)

The cross section elevation was picked from the BMSW pick due to incomplete log (i.e., BMSW is somewhere above/below this value). The cross section elevation was picked from the BMSW pick due to incomplete log (i.e., BMSW is somewhere above/below this value). The cross section elevation was picked from the BMSW pick due to incomplete log (i.e., BMSW is somewhere above/below this value). The cross section elevation was picked from the BMSW pick due to incomplete log (i.e., BMSW is somewhere above/below this value). The cross section elevation was picked from the BMSW pick due to incomplete log (i.e., BMSW is somewhere above/below this value). The cross section elevation was picked from the BMSW pick due to incomplete log (i.e., BMSW is somewhere above/below this value).